
 

PRESS RELEASE 
 

Klecha & Co. advises DeepTrace Technologies on 
securing a First-time Round led by Progress Tech 

Transfer 

Funding will support CE certification of AI-based medical devices, growing products portfolio 

and analytics capabilities and market expansion 

 

Milan, 11 January 2021. DeepTrace Technologies, an AI-based innovative start-up, spin-off of University 
Department for Advanced Study - IUSS-Pavia, today announced its capital raise led by Progress Tech 
Transfer. 

Founded in 2018, DeepTrace Technologies has developed on Artificial Intelligence-driven imaging analysis 
system, which improves speed of screening, quality of diagnosis and adapt therapy by automatically 
predicting the risk of disease onset, progression and poor therapy response at the level of single subject, 
avoiding ineffective medical tests and therapies, thus reducing the healthcare expenses, overdiagnosis 
and overtreatments. 

Its data-driven approach to personalized predictive medicine allows the Company to deliver high-
efficiency, low-cost, medical devices with limited risk. In less than 3 years, Deep Trace Technologies has 
developed more than 10 predictive models for several diseases, including Alzheimer, cancer and viral 
diseases.  

This funding round will enable DeepTrace Technologies to obtain CE medical device certifications of 
proprietary models and extend the range of diseases covered by the application. Additionally, a portion 
of this new capital will be dedicated to improve DeepTrace Technologies’ AI analytics and marketing 
insights software to be even more inclusive and customizable, allowing clients to capitalize upon unseen 
healthcare opportunities. 

 
Klecha & Co. 

 

Klecha & Co. is a European private investment bank focused on technology, software, IT services, hardware and IoT. 

Founded in 2009, Klecha & Co. is already active in Milan, London, Paris and New York. During its 11 years of activity, 

it carried out more than 55 merger and acquisition and capital raising transactions. Klecha & Co. offers to its clients 

a highly specialized assistance in each phase of the transactions, leveraging a strong competence in the field of 

investment banking and information technology. 

For further information on the bank and its expertise http://www.klecha-co.com/ 

For further information, Klecha & Co. Press Relations: 
 

Sara Balzarotti: sara@balzarottistudio.it +39 335 1415584; Beatrice Cagnoni: beatrice.cagnoni@bc- 

communication.it +39 335 5635111; Simona Vecchies: simona.vecchies@angelia.it +39 335 1245190 
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